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ABSTRACT
One of the programs' included in *If Uwe Reading

Programs...," is this program begun in.1969 which uses liiguage
experience approach during vile first three years of*the Ciilarents
educatiAne, kindergarten through second grade. The priaary 'Objective.

is to develop an initial sight vocabulary and word recognition skills
in each child by using the child's own language. The children develop
their own basic sight vocabularies and use the words in a variety of
ways- -for building sentefices,.for classifying according to function,
or type, for alphabetizing intpreparation fok using a dictionary, and
as materials for phonitis instmction. As the children's vocabulary
increases, they are introducsd.to basal readers to develop .
reading-thinking skills. Beginning with the - second grade, equal
emphasis is placed on wide inquiry-type reading, using the library as
the 'principal source of material*. The program places a strong
emphasis on language arts and reading, and teachers correlate this
approach with other curriculum areas, with the exceptioL of

arithmetic and handwriting. (TO/Ain
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?HOORAH SIZE AND

444TARCET POPULATION

RIGHT TO READ LANGUAGE EXPERIENCE PEISRAM

CAMBRIDGE,' MARYLAND

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH.
EDUCATION &WELFARE
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF

EDUCATION
THIS DOCUMENT HAS SEEN REPRO
OUCEO EXACTLYAS RECEIVED FROM
ATIL,GE,NrS0410NR4V;NIEIZWATOIRONOPOIRNIIGOINN,

STATED DO NOT NECESSARILY REPRE
SENT OFFICIAL NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
EOUCATIOP POSITION OR POLIGY

About 725 children
.

in grades K-2 were involved in the Language-

Expeeience Program. The children; many of whol came from law -

A' ,

income families,'lived in a small city
4 and a ruralairicultural

/-

TEAR STARTED

STAFF

and tidewater area. Approximately 657. of the children were

white and 35% were black.

The program'begin in 1969.-
S

The administrative staff who spent part of their tine on this

prOgram included the supervisor of elementary education, the

principa), and assistant princiell. The instructional staff

consisted of 28 teachers, 31 aides, 2 resource teachers, 1

librarian, and 20 trained parent volunteers. At the request

of the principal, teacher, or parent, a home-bridger worked

,

with parents add the schOol to resolve problems a child was

experiencing. In-service training was conducted by two

reading experts, who spent a total of 70 days eiciloyear

demonstrating techniques in the classroom and folding meet-

Inge with teachers to develop special competencies.

MAJOR FEATURES ^
The reading program in Dorchester County is,based on five

/Ls state-wide reading goals for which each of our schools is.

accountable. The state-wide goals are:

1. ,Each studentpwill be able, to tilize a variety

of reading materials.

2. Each student will be able to use a word recognition

system.

3. Each student will be able'to comprehend various

reading materials.
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2.

4. Each etude t Will be able to meet the reading demands
of functioning in society.

5. Each student will be able to select reading as a

personal activity.

Within this fradevoik the Right to Read Language-Experience

Program in Dorchester County was initiated for the primaty

grades. The Language-Experience Approach is a process of

teaching reading which utilizes the child's own oral language

and concepts to develop an initial eight vocabulary and be-

ginningrd recognition skills. (Maryland Reading Accounta-

bility Goal #2). As the child's sight vocabulary increases and

he becomes more adept in dealing with unknown words in context.

his reading instruction is broadened to include the use of'a

wide variety of materials such as accounts written or dictated

44 his peers, tradebooks, basal readers, and periodicals.

(Maryland Reading Accountability Goals #1 6 3).

As an integrated. language arts program, instruction in

listening, oral language, reading, and smiting are closely

correlated and are mutually reinforcing. Oral language de-

velopmeit is a vital part of all phases of the program.
I

Children are encouraged to become actively involved in

various activities including many first hand experiences

f)which provide opportuniti$s to manipulate things, ideas, -

and language. To further promote growth In language skills,

both semantically and syntactick ally, children also participate .



in numerous listening activities such as story-reading

times, records, and tapes. (Maryland Reading Accountability

Goals #1 & a) Spontaneous and provoked verbal interaction

with peers, oral discussions, dictating accounts, and

creative writing activities all promote the use of newly

acquired vocabulary, ideas, and varying language patterns.

(Maryland keading Accountability Goals #2 & 3) Creative

r
writing, where each child writes his. accounts, is

introduced early in the first grade, thus fully utiliziai
. ,

the interrelationships among the language arts io develop

each of them individually and concurrently.

The decision to use the Language - Experience Approach in

Dorchester County, as outlined by Russell Stauffer,
l'was

based on some specific considerations. First, it was felt

that children needed and would benefit, most from such a

rich language-thinking oriented program. SeCondly, since

the, program based on the premise that reading should

be taught as a thinking process from the very beginning

of instruction, it wo46help integrate the five'state

wide,reading goals. Furthermore, there is a substantial

regardingbody of research regarding the interrelations ps among the

various language arts.(Hildreth, 1948; Artley, 1950;

Bougere, 1966; Weber, 1970) and implications drawn from,,

these studies would suggest capitalizing on these inter-

, /

.

'Stauffer, Russell G. The ELaiglaggliLmileme,Approach to

the ,TeachinALReadins,.. Harper & Raw, 1970
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relationships to teach reading. The research of Strickland

.(1962) and Loban (1963) suggest that greater correspondence

and consistency are needed in structuring thelanguage of the

materials for teaching reading to the children's language

needs and abilities. The Language-Experience Approach lAda

itself to his desiislcodiruence.

Recent work\n isycholingui.tics regarding the process of

reading lends further spppoitto the concept that children's

e.

owp language patterns could be used effectivily to teach'be-.

ginning reading. ;aces position. contends that reading is
,

largely a conceptual activity and that readers continually

use syntactic and semantic information as they identify

words. (Anisfeld, 1968; Goodman, 1968 Carroll,-1966; .1

a
ii;p4ter; 1968;RyAn and Siren, 1969; Kohlei., 1969). The

Use.of a Child's own language for beginning residing piaterial

would allow for maximum utilizition'ef'syntactic and semantic
/

nformationto aid him in word identification. (Maryland
4

TEACHING 1RO-
CEDURES

Reading Accountability Goa142)

Initially teachers use acme kind of f/rat hind experiences
.

to promote cognitive and linguistic interactions among the
. .

children. These activities previdevpportunities for chil-

i-
drenito react to the'attributes and, actions of a turtle, to

make candy, or other similarfconcreteexperiences. Following

this, the childien dictate'an account which the teacher

writes verbatim. During the early stages these are group

dictation but as soon as possible each nhild dictates h

I'
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own account.- These are then reread with, the teacher, ihdi
A

vidually read, and shared with peers ove& period of two to

thtee days. During the teacher-child sessions, much work is

done from the context of the dictations to develop a basic

sight vocabulary and an integrated use of word attack skills

including, the use of context clues, structural analysis, and'

phbnic analysts. This functional stress in word recognitions

from the beginning of reading instructionenables'each studeit

to begin to develop a word recognition ystem when he is read.

ing,on his oWn. (Maryland Reading Ac: ountability Goailig2)

Words from the child's dictated accounts, which are recognized

and remembered in isolation after at least twenty-four hours,

age printed on small cards and placed in the child's individual

"word bank." ibis "word bank" becomes the basis of his sight

vocabulary and is used to reinforce phonic and structural

analysis skills. It is also used to fOrther develop concepts

through various classification,activiiies and to extend crespive

language usage by using the,words in a variety of ways such as

to individually compose simple phrases, sentences, and stories

Which can be shared. &kik child also locates these words in

other materials such as nspapers, magazines and books. These

kinds oractivitieS give him recontact with his basic sight vo-

cabulary: At the Same time, since he hai to deal with these

words in other contexts, such activitios enable him to begin

to deal with language and ideas other than his own. (Maryland

Reading Accountability.Golls,#1 & 2)

I
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As facility in word recognition skills increasesandlarger

sight vocabularies are acquired, individually dictated ac-

counts are- exchanged among the
children. This provides

early opportunities for them to read and qnderstand ideas,

created by others. Since others in the class dictated about

the same topics, using diverse, beat similar language structures,

children realize :early that reading is a communication of ideas

and not just a process.of being able to say words. They also

begin to develop a method for using the p'tern of thought in

the message in order to understand the meaning. (Maryland

Reading Accountability Goal #3),

At the same-time the children.%are exploring, disussing, dictating,

and writing aboL a specific topic, a wide variety of related ma-

.terials is introduced. Again; since much of the vocabulary re-

lating to the topic will be the same as that which was used by.

children, they can beginto deal with the language andtideas of

adult writers in a fUnctional and purposeful manner. This early

use of a wide variety of printed and non -printed materials helps

the child gain the habit of using these materials to extend nie

knowledge in areas relevant to his interests and needs.r. (Maryland

Reading, Accountability Goals #1 & 5) It is readily apparent

that the use of the classroom and central school library is

of major importance throughout the program.

As previously stated, the Language-Experience Program in

Dorchester County is an integrated language arts program.
/
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Ai such, extensive creative writing activities are a vital

compoent of all its. phases. In addition to his continued

dictation, each child ye encouraged to write his own accounts

when handwritinefacility/is acquired, approximately so 70

known words are accumulated in his voTd bank, and stable

phoneme - grapheme .relationships of most consonant sounds

are mastered. Emphasis in creative writing iseon the re-

;
cording and communication of a child's own ideas. Mechanical

skills such as spelling, punctuation, and correct form are not.,

stressed at this time. Children are prompted to spell, as

best they can, the words they' sh to use and they are en.

couraged to apply the phohiOkill they have acquired. At

no time is spelling or other mec Fianical skillsialloked to impede

the major objective the communication of ideas. Stories are

never corrected in the normal sense of the term. Some children

are introduced to creative - writing by mid-October of the first

grade. Other children begin creative writing as they develop .

4

the necessary readiness skills. After beginning this activity,

the children generally do some writing every dOt. These

writing activities continue through the grades and are in

corporatid in all curriculum areas.

- .... ij

'
Specific instruction in critical reading-thinking Skills

. I/
,

,

through Directed Reading-Thinking Activities (DRTA) is intro-

duced when several ail en have developed a sufficient sight

vocabulary. Each of th he children shcald have approximately
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150 words in his word bank and. have been reading books inde-

pendently.

Through the DRTA process he child develops the skill of using

his own experiences and knowledgeabout the content to ask a

variety of questions and to, find suitable answers to theie

questions. (Maryland Reading Accountability Goal #3) In the

group Directed Reading-Thinking Activities emphasis is placed

on setting pupil purposes, reading to find answers to support
o

or reje)t pupil conjectures, reading orally to prove points,

and reading to solve pr,blems. Words introduced as new are

not taught in advance of reading the .story./iChildten.are given

an opportunity to use the word attack skill/6 which they have(

acquired to'deal with the new words in the context of the story

setting. This prepares. them to be able to independently atteck

I I

`Unknown words when they are reading on their 0,14. (Maryland

Reading Accountability Goal #2)

Teachers continue instruction in word recognition skills,

extend vocabulary meanings and concepts, and provide oral

language development type activities in which the children

actively participate. Although the basal readers provide

one source of the stories used to develop the reading-

thinking skills through the DRTA process, other materials

are often used. Much emphasis is still placed on children

reading a wide variety of books and magazines independently.

Time is provided for teachers and children to read independently

9
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and share that which they have found personally interesting

to them., (Ma'yland Reeding Atcountability Goat'#5) This

personal reading also reinforces and extends the reading

skills andsvocabulary acquired during the specific reGding

instruction times. Time is also provided daily for the

teacher to read orally to the children, thus exposing them

to a hide range of children's literature.

The critical reading-thinking skills developed during the DR±A

4P

sessions are functionally applied and extended when using

7

eelf-selected materials during the Inquiry Reading teaching-

stone.
2 When children are able to handle materials

learning se

at JOproxi

of time is

tely a second reader level, the Language Arts block

devoted every other month exclusively to individualized

Inquiry Reading. Thefeafter, this instruction time is equally di..

vided between Inquiry Reading instruction and group Directed

Reading-Thinking Activities.

In the individualized reading program emphasis is not only placed.

on the use of a wide,variety of self-selected materials, but upon

children first declaring specific interest areag;poging theil. own

questions as to what they specifically wish to kind out'about
*

their topics, and then choosing and using thoie materials which

are relevant to their objectives. Sublkille include knowing the

availability of.a variety of printed and non-printed sotes,

choosing those which are suitable in difficulty and content,

locating the required informitioi, and mastering 'the techniques

2Stauffer, Russell G. Directing the Readink-Thinking Process.

Harper & Row, 1975
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of classifying and ordering the Wormation so gained. The

'prpgram also emphasizes the sharing of some.information 'gained
. .

from these reading experiences in an interesting manner, such

...

as a mural, T.V. or radio show, panel discussion, etc. This.

.
4 .

Inquiry. Reading isgeared to each child'i cognitive, readingi40

and interest levels. It is regulated by each child's interests,

experiences, and capacity to make decisions about what he se-
.

lects to learn about, the materials he decides to use, how he

processes sod evaluates information, and whatlhe does with.the

informati n obtained. This type of reading enables the pupiis

. to become involved in a wide range of curriculum-areas which is

. \

o

not usuaW encountered in programs primarily utilizing b sal

ef
readers or arious programmed'maierial4 In' Inquiri R ading

. .

.

.\
I

the children are exposed early to of materials and

,

r
learn to choose and use those materials which'canmost ef.-

,
1

, 1

fictively fulfill their own needs. (Imarylanci Reading Ac-

'
'I

.

countability Goals #1,2,3,4,5) Therefore, a well stocked :

1.

instructional mediacent., is necessary to provide the kind

. -

of-materials which the children will-be expected to deal

with as they continue to function throughout their lives.

c It is apparent that the Language -Experience Program in D0r..'

chester County is characterized.by t variety of grouping

.

arrangements which is\determined by the instructional needs

of each child. Much emphasis is placed on working with

children individually 'and children working together in

groups. These groups can be spontaneously formed or de-
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, .

termined by the teacher
acCOrding.to.*the children' a .sacs11

-
needs, inttrest'needs, or social-eiotional needs. There- ,

fore; the classrooms need to be rich learninA environments.
1

.

/
.

4/414,

;
providing many activities from which. children can make in-

A

.telligent phoice's to self- direct. their
,/

Continuing in-service 'training by people knowledgeable in

reading instruction must be provided` to implement And main-

tain this iati-method approach. /his on-going in- service.
. -

IOW

training will be most effective if'itis provided on both a

X .

group and individual basis. Group.meetings should 'be centered.

)

around assessing children'e/strmgths and weaknesses,.demOn-

stratIng effective,,teaching
techniques, providing challenging

independent activities; and sh4ting proCedures vhich.teachere

are finding successful. Individual follow-through must be

made at the classroom levelo to help each teacher develop class-

room management procedures which enablei hinito implement a ,

multi-method' approach to reading instruction for each child.

6

EVALUATION Formal and informal evaluative measures have subst4ntiated

*that the children who liere In the'Language-Experi4ce Program

. 4 \
. .,,,,, , 4.0

I .'

performed at higher reading levels than you'd be expected in
..>

, -

each of the five state =wide reading goalb. )

Kindergarten students raised their raw scores od the Pre.

school *ventory 12.4 points between September And May. First

grade students,-mhose scoring. averaged
the'35th percentile set

the beginning of the first grade on the Metropolitan Readiness
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Tests, scored at the 2.2 le eel on the Word Recognition sub-

.

test and at the 2.5 level on the Spelling subtest of the

Stanford Achievement-Test,
Primary I at the end of the/first

grade. (Maryland Reading Accountability Goal #2) These

a

first grade students also scored at the 2.1. level on the

Paragraph Meaning subtest of the Stanford Achievement Test,

Pkimary I at the end of the year. (Maryland Reading

Accountability GOal #3) %

Second grade students scored at the 2.9 level on the Word

Recognition subtest and at the 3.1 level on the Spelling

eubteat of'the Stanford Achievement
Teat, Primary II at tile

end of the second grade. (Maryland Reading Accountability

Goal #2) They scored at the 2.8 level on the Paragraph

Meaning.subtest of the Stanford Achievement Test, Primary II

at the end Hof the year., (Maryland Reading Accountability

Goal #3)

Informal teacher judgment revealed that first grade students

had an average of 27 individually dictated. stories in their

own personal storybook. (Maryland Reading Accountability

Goals #1,2,3) More than half of the first grade students

were berforming in ,basal readers at a second grade reading

level or allOve at the end of the first grade. These students

-..s.......0.

- i

_had completed an average of four piimers, three first readers,

----,-----
.

and one second rea ex.: (MaiiIand-Reading Accountability

0
/

bad
.

Goals #1,2,3) They ilad alsoread an averag 35 trade

books. (Maryland,Reading Accountability Goals #1,2,3,
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.

\First graders who were reading at a first readerelevei at.the
. .

.

N-,

end of the first grade had read an average of three primer ,

13.

one first reader, and thirteen trade books. Those who were

A .

reading at the primer level had completed an average of one primer
41,

and six trade books. Less than 4% of the first graders were read-
-ft.

Arnibelow the primer level basal reader. Howevei,

who were reading at the primer level, or experience

had an average of 59 known lords in the individual

(Maryland Reading Accountability Goal #2)

the children

story level

word-banks.

Second grade teachers indicated that their children had an

average of 23 individually dictated stories in their own personal

storybooks. (Maryland Reading Account 5ility Goals 41,2,3) More

than half of the children were performing at a third reader level'

or above at the end of the second grade. These Children had com-

pleted an averaglef one primer or first reader, five second

readers, one and one-half third readers or above, and six self-

selection Inquiry Reading topics. (Maryland Reading Accounta-

bility Goals #1,2,3,4,5) Students who were performing at the.

second grade reading level completed an average of three primers

and first readers, one and one-half second readers, and three

self-gel tion Inquiry Reading topics. Less than 8% of the

studentq were reading below a second grade reading level. These

students completed an average of four primers, two first readers,

and two self-selection Inquiry Reading topics.

Inaddition to the wide reading which the students did, throughout

the year; first graders personally wrote an average of 51 dif-



ferent c its and second graders averaged writing 86 dif-

- ferent ac its independently. (Marylani Reading Accounta-

bility Goals #1,2,3,4)

Some candid remarks are also descriptive of the learning en-

vironment which the Language-Experience Program has helped

create. A first grade teacher said, "During the P.T.A.

meetings, I have heard many positive comments about our

program. The parents say their children won't let them do

anythingbut read. At home they are always seeking new ma-

terials to-show 'Mammy' they can read." (Maryland Reading
4 _,---------

Aceountabilr.y Goal #5) From asecond gradeteachei, "Parents

are concerned and want-theirchildren to continue in a similar

program." Another parent adds, "My son is more interested in

14.

reading -- the other children before him did not ha this

desire to read on their own." (Maryland Reading Accountability

1

Goal #5) and the assistant principal concludes with, "This is

the happiest group of children I've ever seen."

FACILITIES, The program werates in self-contained and open space class -

MATERIALS,
EQUIPMENT rooms, which are conducive to either group or individualized

instruction. In addition to the teacher-prepared word cards

and the children's stories, the program uses basal readers,

many library books, magazines, multimedia equipment and games.

Teachers check out materials from a'multimedia center where

they are catalogued and housed.

15



COST

FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION

O

The total cost of instructional materials for a: class of 30 is

$719. The average annual per-pupil cost for the regular district

program is $1,099. The annual per-pupil cost of this'program

exceeds that by less than $50.

/-

jupervisor of Elementary Schools

Dorchester County Bo d of Education

,/
403 Higeet

Cambridge, Mar4d 216i3

rothy B. Nave


